Quiz

Announcements
Thursday Extras: 4:00 in CS Commons; 4:15 talk in Science 3821
This week: Antonio Bianchi, CS Asst. Prof., U of Iowa
Detecting Vulnerable Code: from Mobile Apps to IoT Devices.
Office hours: Mon-Fri: 2:30-4:00 pm
Mentor sessions Sun, Tues. 7-8 (pm) Commons
Functions, address parameters, and run-time stack
Questions?
Clicker questions
Suppose variable a (in main) is stored in location 100, and suppose variable r (in proc) is stored in location 200. What is printed by the following program?

```c
#include <stdio.h>
void proc (int r) {
    r = 5;
    printf("r: %u, &r: %u\n", r, (unsigned int) &r);
}
int main() {
    int a = 4;
    proc (a);
    printf("a: %u, &a: %u\n", a, (unsigned int) &a);
    return 0;
}
```

A. r: 5, &r: 100
   a: 4, &a: 100
B. r: 5, &r: 200
   a: 4, &a: 100
C. r: 5, &r: 100
   a: 5, &a: 200
D. r: 5, &r: 200
   a: 5, &a: 200
E. None of the above
Suppose variable b (in main) is stored in location 104, and suppose variable s (in proc) is stored in location 204.
What is printed by the following program?

```c
#include <stdio.h>
void proc (int * s)
{
    printf ("s: %u, &s: %u, *s: %u\n",
            (unsigned int) s,
            (unsigned int) &s, *s);
    *s = 17;
    printf ("s: %u, &s: %u, *s: %u\n",
            (unsigned int) s,
            (unsigned int) &s, *s);
}
int main()
{
    int b = 12;
    proc (&b);
    return 0;
}
```

A. s: 12, &s: 204, *s: 12
   s: 17, &s: 204, *s: 17

B. s: 12, &s: 204, *s: 17
   s: 17, &s: 104, *s: 17

C. s: 104, &s: 204, *s: 12
   s: 17, &s: 204, *s: 17

D. s: 104, &s: 204, *s: 17
   s: 17, &s: 104, *s: 17

E. None of the above
Suppose variable \( b \) (in main) is stored in location 104, and suppose variable \( s \) (in proc) is stored in location 204. What is printed by the following program?

```c
#include <stdio.h>
void proc (int * s)
{
    *s = 17;
}
int main()
{
    int b = 12;
    proc (&b);
    printf("b: %u, &b: %u\n",
           b, (unsigned int) &b);
    return 0;
}
```

A. \( b: 12, \&b: 104 \)
B. \( b: 12, \&b: 204 \)
C. \( b: 17, \&b: 104 \)
D. \( b: 17, \&b: 204 \)
E. None of the above